LADA VESTA SW CROSS

SAY YES! TO LIFE
The new LADA Vesta SW Cross is designed to allow oneself a little more on the road and beyond.
High performance: SW Cross features increased road clearance and sports settings of the chassis.
Style: the descending roof line gives the car a swift appearance, emphasized by the shark fin antenna and similar look of triangular D-pillar.

••Plastic trims of the door sills, wheel arches, and doors will protect the body paint

when travelling on gravel, meadows, and similar mild off-road.
••LADA Vesta SW Cross road clearance is 203 mm – the value worthy of a
crossover.
••The gas-charged shock absorbers and reinforced springs are ready to «digest»
any kind of road.
••Special interior design with bright elements emphasizing the unique personality of
LADA Vesta SW Cross.
••The twin chrome-plated exhaust-pipe nozzle is another plus to the sporty style.

LADA Vesta SW Cross is designed for active recreation and long-term journeys, so
the trunk is thought through to the last detail:
••Double-floor with organizer
••Vessels storing place with a fixing strap
••Organizer in the spare wheel niche
••15-litre niche near the right-side wheel arch
••Hooks for luggage net and shopping bags
••Exterior trunk opening button
••The trunk capacity is 480 l (up to the shelve screens); with folded second row
seats – 825 l (up to the bottom lines of the side windows).

IN-DEPTH COMFORT
••Seat heating.
••Climate control.
••Windshield heating.
••Steering wheel is adjustable by height and reach.
••Height-adjustable driver’s seat with lumbar support.
••Cooled glove box.
••Steering wheel with multimedia and cruise control buttons.

PROTECTION MODE: PERMANENT
••Front and side airbags.
••Electronic stability control (ESC) system with anti-skid function.
••Hill-Start Assist (HSA).
••Rear view camera and parking radar.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Length/width/height (at roof rails), mm
Wheel base, mm
Front/rear track, mm
Front/back overhang, mm
Road clearance, mm
Trunk capacity, l
Curb weight, kg
Fuel tank capacity, l
Wheels
Transmission type
Engine displacement, l/Number of valves
Power, hp/kW/rpm
Maximum torque, Nm/rpm
Maximum speed, km/h
Acceleration time from 0 to 100 km/h, s
Fuel consumption, l/100 km:

5МТ
1,6/16
106/78/5800
148/4200
172
12,6
urban cycle
extra urban cycle
mixed cycle

9,7
6,0
7,5

4424/1785/1532
2635
1524/1524
862/927
203
480/825
1300…1350
55
205/50 R17
5АМТ
5МТ
1,6/16
1,8/16
106/78/5800
122/90/5900
148/4200
170/3700
172
180
14,6
11,2
9,4
5,8
7,2

10,7
6,4
7,9

5АМТ
1,8/16
122/90/5900
170/3700
180
13,3
10,1
6,3
7,7

COLOR RANGE

Glacial 221*

Platinum 691

Carthage 247

Pluto 608

Cornelian 195

Mars 496

Phantom 496

Angkor 246

* Non-metallic paint

This booklet is designed for advertising purposes. All presented data is for information only and under no circumstances is a public
offer defined by the provisions of Article 437 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation. Illustrations may contain equipment versions
and elements of special options not included in the scope of supply. For up-to-date information please contact LADA official dealers.
AVTOVAZ reserves the right to modify the specifications described in this booklet without previous notice. Color samples only bring
the general idea of the color range, as the printed picture cannot represent the color shine and depth that are actual features of the
automobile enamels.
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